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Mist free
mirror!
Perhaps this situation is familiar to you? – a quick exit
from the morning shower, fixing the hair, the breakfast
and taking the children to kindergarten or school.
But the mirror is all misted over, and it will be at least
10 minutes before you can look yourself in the eyes
again. It might not sound that serious – but in the
morning 10 minutes is an eternity, which can determine
whether the morning becomes a long, stressful hurdle
race or a good and harmonious start of the day.
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A lot of the work
is DIY!
An experienced DIY man can
install the heating mat behind
the mirror, but the connection
to the power supply must be
made by an authorised installer.

Measure the mirror and mark the area on the wall.
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Mount a flex pipe in the wall from the mirror to the nearest
connection box.
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Cover the marked area with tile adhesive by using a toothed
spatula. Remember to buy the sort of tile adhesive which does
not attack the mirror – your local DIY store can help you.
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…™ mirror heating is the solution to this problem!
Small bathrooms in particular suffer from the misting
over mirror problem. No matter how well the room is
ventilated, the combination of high humidity and heat
results in misted over mirrors. But the problem can be
solved in an easy and, more importantly, elegant way
by installing an electrical …™ mirror heating mat in the
tile adhesive behind the mirror. The heating mat behind
the mirror quickly heats up the mirror, and misting over
is avoided.
By installing the …™ mirror heating mat so that it
switches on with the rest of the light in the bathroom
- like a ventilator – you get mist free comfort with an
energy consumption of a 60 W light bulb. And you only
use energy while being in the bathroom with the light
on!
…™ heating mat for mirrors
Width x Length

Press the mirror heating mat into the tile adhesive
– make sure it is even and fixed. Then cover the mat with
tile adhesive – make sure the surface is smooth.
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The mirror can now be mounted either directly in the tile
adhesive or with acid free silicone after the tile adhesive has
dried. Remember: the tile adhesive must be approved for
mirror mounting.

Put the connection tail of the mat into the flex pipe and
push it up to the connection box.
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To improve the final look mount the tiles next to the mirror
in line with it.
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